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Central Weak Nucleus Semifields 
MICHAEL J. GANLEY 
Using results of S. D . Cohen and the author, we characterize certain infinite families of finite 
semifields. This yields several infinite families of finite projective planes, all of which have order 
a power of 3, and which appear to be previously unknown. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let S be a finite set with two binary operations, addition and multiplication, such that 
(i) S( + ) is an abelian group, with identity 0, 
(ii) both distributive laws hold in S, 
(iii) there exists a multiplicative identity, 1, and 
(iv) xy = 0 if and only if x = 0 or y = 0 (x, YES). 
Then we say that S is a (finite) semifield. If S is not a field, we say that S is proper. A 
finite semifield necessarily has prime power order and proper semifields exist for all 
orders q = pr, p prime, where r;a. 3 if p is odd and r;a. 4 if p = 2. 
There is a considerable link between finite semifields and finite projective planes. The 
reader is referred to Knuth [3] for a comprehensive survey of semifields and their 
connection with projective planes. 
Let S be a finite semifield of order qS and suppose that F = GF(q) is a subset of S 
such that (xy)z = x(yz) whenever two of x, y, z are in F. Then F is called a weak nucleus. 
In [3], Knuth studied the case of s = 2, where S may be regarded as a two dimensional 
(right) vector space over F. He showed, in this case, that it is possible to choose t E S\F 
such that at = ta", for all a E F, where (T E Aut F. The multiplication for S then has the 
form 
(ta + (3)(ty + 8) = (ta )(ty) + t(a8) + t({3" y) + {38 (1.1) 
(Va, (3, y, 8 E F). Thus, multiplication in S is determined by products of the type (ta )(ty). 
In this paper we investigate the weak nucleus semifields of Knuth for which (T = I. 
Such semifields we call central weak nucleus semifields (c.w.n. semifields). We show that, 
up to duality, there are just four types of infinite families of proper c.w.n. semifields, 
two of which were previously unknown. The proof of this result is given in Section 5 
and makes use of results of Cohen and Ganley [1] concerning infinite families of 
commutative semifields which are two-dimensional over their middle nuclei. 
2. PRELIMINARY DISCUSSION 
Throughout the remainder of this paper, S will denote a c.w.n. semifield of order q2, 
having F = GF(q) as its weak nucleus. The multiplication for S is given in (1.1), with 
(T = I. Let 
(ta)(ty) = tf(a, y)+ g(a, y) 
for all a, y EF, where f, g:F xF ~F. Then, from (1.1), we see that the rule for multiplica-
tion in S must be 
(ta + (3)(ty +8) = t{f(a, y)+a8 +{3y}+{g(a, y)+{38}. 
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Tn order that the distributive laws are satisfied in S we must have that both f and g 
are linear in both variables, so that for all a, (3, y E F, we have 
f(a +(3, y) = f(a, y) + f«(3, y) 
f(a, (3 + y) = f(a, (3)+ f(a, y) 
g(a +(3, y) = g(a, y)+ g«(3, y) 
g(a, (3 +y) = g(a, (3)+ g(a, y). 
(2.2) 
It is also necessary to check that (2.1) does not allow zero divisors. Suppose that 
a, y ~ 0, but (ta + (3)(ty + 5) = O. Then, from (2.1) 
f(a, y)+aS +(3y = 0 
and 
g(a, y)+(3S = o. 
Eliminating 5 from these equations we obtain 
(32 y +(3f(a, y)-ag(a, y)=O. 
If, however, a = 0, then (3(ty + 5) = 0 if and only if t«(3y) + (35 = 0, so that (3 = 0 or 
y = 5 = O. Similarly, if y = 0, then (ta + (3)5 = 0 if and only if 5 = 0 or a = (3 = o. 
LEMMA 2.1. The multiplication (2.1) is a semifield multiplication if and only if 
(a) f and g are linear in both variables (see (2.2)), and 
(b) (32y + (3f(a, y) -ag(a, y) ~ 0 for all a, (3, yEP, a, y ~ O. 
LEMMA 2.2. If S is a c. w.n. semifield, with weak nucleus P, then xa = ax for all XES, 
aEP. 
The proof of this result is trivial. Lemma 2.2 is the reason we have called P a central 
weak nucleus. Note also that Lemma 2.2 means that the basis element t E S\P is not 
restricted and so may be chosen to be any element of S\P. Clearly, however, different 
choices of t will lead to different functions f and g. To be precise, we have the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3. If (ta )(ty) = tf(a, y) + g(a, y) and if t' = ta + b for some a, b E P, with 
a ~ 0, then (t'a}{t'y) = t'f'(a, y)+ g'(a, y), where 
f'(a, y) = a-1f(aa, ay)+2bay 
and 
g'(a, y) = g(aa, ay)-ba-1f(aa, ay)-b2ay. 
PROOF. Compute «ta +b)a)«ta +b)y) using (2.1). 
Lemma 2.3 enables us to choose our basis element t to obtain the "nicest" form for 
the multiplication in S. 
In [3] the only example of a c.w.n. semifield has 
and 
f(a,y)=O 
g(a, y) = naO"yT (2.3) 
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where (T, T E Aut F and n is a non-square in F (so that q is odd). This includes, for 
instance, the Dickson commutative semifields, which have (T = T rf l. Using Lemma 2.3 
we would still obtain the same semi field if we had 
I(a, "I) = 2ba 'Y 
( ) 
U+'T U 'T b2 g a, "I = na a "I - a'Y 
(2.4) 
for any a, bE F, a rf O. Form (2.3) however is much neater than form (2.4). Semifields 
having multiplication determined by (2.3) or (2.4) will be said to be Knuth-type semi/ields. 
3. RESTRICTIONS 
Leth(a) = I(a, 1),12("1) = 1(1, "I), gl(a) = g(a, 1) and g2('Y) = g(1, "I). In Lemma 2.1(b), 
with a = 1, we have 
V{3, 'Y EF, "I rf O. (3.1) 
Similarly, in Lemma 2.1(b), with "I = 1, we have 
{32+{3h(a)-agl(a)rfO Va,{3EF, a rfO. 
i.e. 
i.e. 
Va, 1'/ EF, a rfO. (3.2) 
So from (3.1) and (3.2) we can see that the restrictions Ii, gi (i = 1, 2) of I and g, obtained 
by putting "I = 1 and a:::: 1 respectively, have to be linear mappings which satisfy the 
condition 
(3.3) 
for all ~, 1'/ E F with ~ rf O. 
Now (3.3) is a very restrictive condition, which was studied in [1] by Cohen and the 
author, and which corresponds to a commutative semi field of dimension 2 over its middle 
nucleus. 
The problem now becomes one of finding pairs of mappings Ii and gi (i = 1, 2) which 
satisfy (3.3) and then combining them in such a way as to obtain mappings I and g which 
satisfy Lemma 2.1. 
We illustrate the idea with the following simple example. 
Let q be odd and let n be a non-square in F. Let (T, T E Aut F. If 
h(a)=O, 
and 
12("1):::: 0 
then it is easily checked thatti, gi (i = 1, 2) satisfy (3.3) and then the obvious combination 
of 
I(a, "I) = 0 
yields the example (2.3) of Knuth. Note that in this case both restrictions h. gl and h g2 
correspond to a Dickson commutative semifield. 
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4. THE CASE OF q EVEN 
In [1] it was proved that the only mappings 1. i satisfying (3.3), in the case of q even, 
are f(a)=aa and g(a)=ba for some a, bEF. Consequently, knowing that both 
restrictions of [and g have to be of this form, it is clear that we can only have [(a, y) = aay 
and g(a, y) = bay, where a, bE F such that x 2 + ax + b is irreducible over F. But then 
the multiplication (2.1) is associative and so S is in fact a field. 
THEOREM 4.1. There are no proper c. w.n semi/ields o[ even order. 
5. THE CASE OF q ODD 
In contrast to the even order case, there are many examples of mappings satisfying 
(3.3) when q is odd. It is probably hopeless to try and classify all c.w.n. semifields of 
odd order, and so, instead, we will attempt to classify all infinite families of c.w.n. 
semifields. By "infinite family" we mean that the same formulae for [(a, y) and g(a, y) 
yield a c.w.n. semifield for infinitely many values of q. The examples (2.3)-of Knuth-
type-give rise to infinitely many infinite families. 
If such an infinite family exists, then the restrictions It. gl and fz, g2 of [(a, y) and 
g(a, y) must both give rise to an infinite family of mappings satisfying (3.3). In [1] it 
was shown that there are just three infinite families with this property. We list these 
types below, in their most general form. 
Type (F). f(a) = aa, g(a) = ba, where x 2 + ax - b is irreducible over F. This type 
corresponds to a field and occurs for all prime powers q. 
Type (D). f(a) = 2aa, g(a) = na" - a 2a, where 0' E Aut F, O',e. I, and a, n E F with 
n anon-square in F. This type corresponds to a Dickson commutative semifield and 
occurs whenever q = p' with p an odd prime and r ~ 2. 
- 3 - 9322 Type (C). [(a)=aa +ba,g(a)=nla +aba +(nln2-b )a,wherea,b,nlon2EF, 
with nlo n2 non-squares in F and nln2 = a 2. This type occurs whenever q = 3', r ~ 2. 
Note that when q is odd, we could include Type (F) in Type (D), if we allowed 0' = 1. 
However, in what follows we wish to keep Types (F) and (D) separate. 
So, when seeking infinite families of c.w.n. semifields, of odd order, we need only 
combine mappings of Types (F), (D) or (C) to try and obtain mappings satisfying 
conditions (a) and (b) of Lemma 2.1. We have already seen how the examples of 
Knuth-type can be obtained from two Type (D) mappings. 
Suppose that q is odd and consider condition (b) of Lemma 2.1. This is clearly equivalent 
to 
(5.1) 
for all a, y E F\{O}, where n is a non-square in F and h (a, y),e. 0 tor a, y,e. O. Note that 
(5.1) holds even if a = 0 or y = 0 if we define h(a, 0) = h(O, y) = O. 
We can rephrase (5.1) using the notation </J* for the unique polynomial in F[x, y], of 
degree ",;; 2(q -1), whose restrictions with x = 1 and y = 1 both have degree ",;; q -1, for 
which </J * (x, y) = </J (x, y), for a given function </J: F x F -+ F. Then (5.1) holds if and only 
if 
(mod x q -x) (5.2) 
holds as a polynomial congruence, with h*(a, y),e. 0 if a, y,e. O. 
Let Xq denote the non-trivial quadratic character in F. Then, by (5.2), 
Xq(f*(a, y? +4ayg*(a, y)) = -1, Va, y ,e. O. 
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Thus, if Sq = L."."YEFXq(r(a, y)2+ 4ayg*(a, 1'», then 
Sq=-(q-l)2. 
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Now remember that we are interested in infinite families of c.w.n. semifields, so let 
us suppose that the same formulae for /(0',1') and g(a, 1') give rise to a c.w.n. semifield 
for Pqo = OP(qo) and for infinitely many extension fields of Pqo• Suppose P is such an 
extension field. Write 
p(a, 1') = r(a, y)2+4ayg*(a, 1'). 
Apply the results of Lang and Wei I [4] to the variety determined by the equation 
z 2 - p(a, 1') = O. This shows that the number of solutions (in p 3 ) to the equation is 
q2 + O(q3/2). 
On the other hand, the number of solutions is clearly 
L (1+Xq(p(a,y)))=q2+Sq. 
a ,YEF 
Comparing these two expressions shows that 
3 
ISql<coq>, 
where Co is a constant depending only on qo. This, however, contradicts (5.3) for large 
enough q. 
All of this applies unless (5.2) holds as a polynomial identity and not just a congr~ence. 
So, there is a polynomial h (a, 1') in P[x, y] such that identically 
r(a, 1')2 +4ayg*(a, 1') = nh 2(a, 1') (5.4) 
for some non-square n E F. 
Write 
P( ) r(a,y) g*(a,y) h(a,y) 0(0',1') and H(a,y) 0',1' , 
0'1' 
then (5.4) yields the polynomial identity 
0'1' 
p2(a, 1')+40(0', 1')= nH\a, 1'). 
0'1' 
(5 .5) 
There are now six cases to consider, depending on the restrictions of /(0',1') and g(a, 1') 
being of Type (F), (D) or (C). 
Case 1. Both restrictions of Type (F). Here, we clearly have /(0',1') = aay, g(a, 1') = 
bay, for some a, b E F, and this then gives S to be a field. 
Case 2. One restriction of Type (F) and the other of Type (D). This time we have 
/(0', y) = 2aay and g(a, 1') = bayu - a 2ay (or the dual) for some a, bE F, b a non-square. 
However, using Lemma 2.3, we may assume that a = O. Consequently we have /(0', y) = 0 
and g(a, 1') = bayu for some non-square bE P. This is an example of Knuth-type, as 
indeed is its dual. 
Case 3. Both restrictions of Type (D). Here we have /(0', 1') = 2aay and g(a, 1') = 
ba U I' T + Co' u I' + day T + eay for some a, b, c, d, e E F, (T, 7' E Aut F, (T, 7' ~ 1. 
From (5.5) we have identically, 
b u-l T-l u-l d T-l 2 H 2( ) a I' + Co' + I' + e + a = n a, I' (5.6) 
for some polynomial H(a, 1')' There are various cases to consider depending on whether 
or not the coefficients are zero. 
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Suppose that b ;c 0, then 
H( ) (b l(u-l) l(y_l) ) a, ')' = la 2 ')'2 + ... , 
where nbi = b. If H(a l ')') cont~ins any other terms, then upon squaring H we will obtain 
terms of the form b2a,(u-l)+.')',(T-l)+1 for some s, t ~ ° and some b2 E F. But the left-hand 
side of (5.6) does not contain any such terms except the first one. So, in this case we 
have c = d = e + a 2 = ° and b = nb i and we obtain a semifield of Knuth-type. 
Other cases, when b = 0, may be dealt with in the same way. This time we obtain 
examples already obtained in either Case 1 or Case 2. 
Case 4. One restriction of Type (D) and the other of Type (C). Then, 
tea, ')') = ala 3,), + a2a ,)" 
g(a, ')') = bla 9 ')'U + b2a 3,),u + b3a')'u + b4a 9 ')' + bsa 3 ')' + b6a,),. 
Then (5.5) gives, identically, 
(ala 2 + a2)2 + b1a 8,),u-I + b2a 2,),u-I + b3')'u-1 + b4a 8 + bsa 2 + b6 = nH2(a, ')'). 
The analysis of this case now continues in the same way as Case 3, by considering the 
leading term in H(a, ')') and subsequent "cross-terms" obtained when H is squared. It 
turns out that no new examples of c.w.n. semifields arise from Case 4. 
Case 5. One restriction of Type (F) and the other of Type (C). This time we have 
tea, ')') = aa 3')' +ba,)" g(a, ')') = ca 9')' + da 3')' +ea')' for some a, b, c, d, e EF. Using Lemma 
2.3 we may assume that b = 0, but then considering the Type (C) restriction shows that 
d = 0 also. Then (5.5) becomes 
a
2
a
4
+ca
8
+e =nH\a, ')'). 
Clearly c ;c 0, so we have 
nH2(a, ')') = c(a 4 _a 2 /C)2 
and so c = n h a non-square, e = a 4/ c and a 2/ c is not a fourth power in F. Hence 
a
2/c =n2 or n~ for some non-square n2. If a2/c=n~, then a2=nln~, which is clearly 
impossible. Thus a 2 = nln2 and e = nln~. So, eventually, we obtain 
Case 6. Both restrictions of Type (C). This time we have 
tea, ')') = ala 3,),3 + a2a3,), + a3a,),3 + a4a ,), 
and 
(a) 
g(a, ')') = b1a 9 ')'9 + b2a 9 ')'3 + b3a 9 ')' + b4a 3')'9 + bsa 3')'3 + b6a 3 ')' + lha,),9 + bsa')'3 + b9a,),. 
Then, from (5.5), we have, identically, 
(ala 2')'2+ ... +a4)2+(b1a 8,),8+ ... +b9)=nH2(a, ')'). (5.7) 
This case now continues along the lines of earlier cases. Suppose, firstly, that bl;c O. 
Then H(a, ')') = (cIa 4')'4 + ... ) where nci = b l . Now the left-hand s.de of (5.7) contains 
no other terms of the form a 4+',),4+1 (s, t~O) except the term aia 4')'4. Consequently, we 
must have H(a, ')') = (cla 4 ')'4 -C2). Substituting into (5.7) gives 
(ala 2')'2+ ... +a4)2+(b1a 8,),8+ ... +b9)=n(cla4 ')'4- c2)2. 
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Equating coefficients gives b2 = b3 = b4 = b6 = b7 = bs = 0 = a2 = a3, b1 = nci, bs = ala4, 
ai = nC1C2 and nd = a~ + b9. Furthermore, C2C1"1 is not a fourth power in F. By Lemma 
2.3 we may assume that a4 = 0, so that bs = 0 also. This gives 
where b1 = nci, b9 = nd, ai = nCIC2 and C2C1"1 ia not a fourth power in F. 
Write nci = nl, a non-square in F. Now C2C1"1 = n2 or n~ for some non-square n2. If 
-1 2 h 2 2 h 2 2 2 h' h' I I' 'bl H C2Cl = n2, t en nClC2 = nCln2, so t at al = nCln2, w IC IS C ear y Impossl e. ence, 
C2Cli =n2. Thus b9=nd =(nci)(c2cll)2=nln~ and ai =(nci)(c2c1"1)=nln2' 
Replacing a 1 by a gives 
(b) 
where nh n2 are non-squares in F and a2 = nln2. 
We consider the case of b1 = 0, but b2 ,;:. O. This gives 
(ala2'l+a2a2+a3'l+a4)2+(b2aSy2+ ... +b9)=nH2(a, y). (5.8) 
As before, we must have H(a, y) = (cla 4y + ... ) where b2 = nci. If H contained any 
other terms we would obtain, upon squaring H, terms of the form a 4 + S yl+t (s, t ;;;00). The 
only such terms on the left-hand side of (5.8) are aia4y4 and 2ala2a4y2. Thus we can 
only have 
H(a, y) = (cla4y+c2y3 +C3Y)' 
As (5.8) contains no y6 term, then C2 = O. Comparing coefficients, as in the earlier case, 
leads to f(a, y)=a4ay, g(a, y)=b2a9y3-a~ay, where b2 is a non-square. This is an 
example of Knuth-type. We obtain a similar example if we suppose b4 ,;:. O. 
Now assume that b1 = b2 = b4 = O. Since both restrictions are of Type (C) then we must 
assume b3 ,;:. 0 also b7 ,;:. O. This is the final case we need to look at. This time we have 
(ala 2y2 + a2a2 + a3y2 + a4f + (b3a s + b5a 2y2 + b6a 2 + b7ys + bsy2 + b9) = nH2(a, y). 
(5.9) 
We must have H(a,y)=(cla4-c2y4+C3). Again, comparing coefficients, we obtain 
a2 = a3 = C3 = b6 = hs = 0 and b3 = nci, b7 = nc~, bg = - a~, b5 = ala4 and a i = nCIC2. Also 
C2Cli is not a fourth power in F. 
By Lemma 2.3 we may assume a4 = 0, so that bs = b9 = 0 also. Now, repeating earlier 
arguments, we have 
f(a, y) = aa 3y 3, (c) 
where nh n2 are non-squares in F and a 2 = nln2. 
This completes Case 6. 
We are now in a position to state our main result. The proof follows immediately from 
the earlier discussion. 
THEOREM 5.1. An infinite family of c.w.n. semifields is either of Knuth-type or one 
of the following types, all of which occur when q = 3' and r;;;o 2. 
(a) f(a,y)=aa 3y, g(a,y)=nla9y+nln~ay, 
(b) f(a,y)=aa 3y 3, g(a,y)=nla9y9+nln~ay, 
(c) f(a,y)=aa 3l, g(a,y)=nla9y+nln~ay9, 
(d) the dual of (a) or (c). 
In each of (a)-(d), n}, n2 are non-squares in F and a2 = nln2. 
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REMARKS. By considering the sizes of the semi-nuclei, one can easily see that 
semifields of type (a) can never be isotopic to those of types (b) or (c), and that those 
of type (b) can never be isotopic to those of type (c), except when q = 32, in which case 
(b) and (c) coincide. Furthermore, none of types (a), (b) or (c) is isotopic to a c.w.n. 
semifield of Knuth-type. Examples of type (a) can never be self-dual, so that type (d) 
semifields do occur. Using a result in [2], it can be proved that a semifield of type (c) is 
isotopic to a commutative semifield if and only if q = 3' where r = 2 or r is odd. The 
semifields of type (b) are commutative and were first exhibited in [1]. Indeed they are 
the semifields corresponding to a Type (C) mapping. However, the examples of types 
(a) and (c) appear to be new. 
The examples of type (a) have F = N" the right nucleus of S. Our final result character-
izes c.w.n. semifields with this property. 
THEOREM 5.2. Suppose that 1 and g are a pair of linear mappings satisfying (3.3). 
Then we obtain a c. w.n. semifield with f(a, 1') = [(a)y and g(a, 1') = g(a)y. This semifield 
has F s; N" the right nucleus of S, and, furthermore, all c. w.n. semifields having F s; N, 
arise in this way. 
PROOF. Clearly both f(a, 1') and g(a, 1') are linear in both variables. So, we need 
only check condition (b) of Lemma 2.1. Suppose a, 1':1 0, then 
(321' + (3f(a, 1') - ag(a, 1') = (321' + (3[(a)y - ag(a)y 
= ay(a (a -1 (3)2 + (a -1 (3)l(a) - g(a» 
:I 0, by (3.3). 
This proves the first part of the result. To prove that F s; N" it is only necessary to check 
that [(ta + (3)(ty + 5)]g = (ta + (3)[(ty + 5)g] for all a, (3, 1', 5, g E F. This is easily done. 
Finally, suppose that S is a c.w.n. semifield with F s; N" then 
(ta)(ty) = ((ta)t)y = (tf'(a) + g'(a»)y = t(f'(a)y) + (g'(a)y), 
where !'(a), g'(a) are linear mappings satisfying (3.3). This completes the proof of 
Theorem 5.2. 
REMARK. An analogous result with F s; N/, the left nucleus, exists, if we write 
f(a, 1') = a[(y) and g(a, 1') = ag(y). 
Of course, there are probably many "sporadic" examples of c.w.n. semifields-indeed, 
by Theorem 5.2, such examples occur whenever we have "sporadic" mappings satisfying 
(3.3). 
For instance, if we have 
where q = 25 and we regard GF(25) as GF(5)[ h], then we obtain a sporadic c.w.n. 
semifield of order 54 (see [1, Example 5]). 
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